Since the separation of the control plane and the data plane for Software-Defined Networking (SDN) leads to more and more security threats on the control plane and the SDN controllers, issues related to threat detection and defense of SDN must be seriously considered. This paper tries to introduce Extenics into the research on threat detection and defense of SDN and proposes an extension approach from a formal viewpoint. It first uses the matter-elements and the composite-elements to formally represent four securityrelated roles of SDN. It then utilizes the extension theory and basic-elements, by applying the dependent function to threat detection of SDN and making use of the affair-elements to formalize the NETCONF operations for threat defense of SDN. Finally, case study validates the feasibility of proposed extension approach in promoting the formalization of not only the security-related roles of SDN but also threat detection and defense of SDN.
Introduction
The separation of the control plane and the data plane for Software-Defined Networking (SDN) leads to more and more security threats on the control plane and the SDN controllers. Thus in this case, issues related to threat detection and defense of SDN must be seriously considered. And the OpenFlow Management and Configuration Protocol (OF-CONFIG, the newest version is 1.2 up to now) [1] proposed and developed by Open Networking Foundation (ONF) can then be utilized for study on threat detection and defense of SDN.
Reference [2] lists seven security threats for SDN, three of which are specific to SDN. Reference [3] focuses on two groups of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks for SDN, one of which targets at the computing power and the other one of which exceeds available bandwidth, and discusses security vulnerabilities specific to SDN both on the data and control planes abused by attackers in DDoS attacks. Reference [4] proposes an approach to detect both IP spoofed packets and zombie PCs for SDN.
As for threat detection and defense of SDN, both common issues and SDNspecific issues must be taken into consideration. Thus, Extenics [5] prospects a promising way with the thinking of extension, and the logic cell of Extenics is basicelements [6] , which include matter-elements, affair-elements and relation-elements, and the formalization by their composition formats is called as composite-elements. Furthermore, the theory based on Extenics that is the extension theory might possibly be utilized for the research on threat detection and defense of SDN. The aim of this paper is then to propose an extension approach with the use of basic-elements and the extension theory from a formal viewpoint for threat detection and defense of SDN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the formal representations for security-related roles of SDN using the matter-elements and the composite-elements. Section 3 applies the dependent function based on the extension theory to threat detection of SDN, and utilizes the affair-elements to formalize the NETCONF operations for threat defense of SDN. Section 4 discusses case study related to threat detection and defense of SDN and validates the feasibility of proposed extension approach. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Formal Representations for Security-related Roles of SDN
As the logic cell of Extenics, basic-elements are formally defined as the ordered three-tuple
, in which O are the objects with the characteristic c and the corresponding value v . And according to current version 1.2 of the OF-CONFIG protocol and its proposed data model based on YANG, this section tries to utilize the matter-elements and the composite-elements to formally describe four securityrelated roles of SDN in a unified manner, as a formal basis for threat detection and defense of SDN.
The Secure OpenFlow Configuration Point
The first main role to perform security detection and defense of SDN is the OpenFlow configuration point proposed by the OF-CONFIG protocol, formalized as the matter-element in Formula (1).
The Secure OpenFlow Controller
The second main role to perform security detection and defense of SDN is the OpenFlow controller, formalized as the matter-element in Formula (2). 
As is shown in Formula (2), the OpenFlow controller relates to the state with its formalization as the matter-element in Formula (3). 
As indicated in Formula (4), the OpenFlow logical switch not only relates to the OpenFlow controller, but also associates with the OpenFlow resource and the logical switch capability, respectively formalized as the matter-element in Formula (5) and the matter-element in Formula (6). 
, max , max , (6) As indicated in Formula (6), the logical switch capability associates with the type and the capability, respectively formalized as the matter-element in Formula (7) and the matter-element in Formula (8).
Note that, the OpenFlow logical switch can choose to check the certificate of the OpenFlow controller or not, which depends on its security strategy. There are two types of certificates, which are the external certificate and the owned certificate.
On one hand, the external certificate is introduced to be used by an OpenFlow logical switch for authenticating a controller when a TLS connection is established , which is formalized as the matter-element in Formula (9).
On the other hand, the owned certificate is introduced to be used by an OpenFlow logical switch for authenticating itself to a controller when a TLS connection is established. Instances of an owned certificate contain a certificate and a private key, and the private key can be a DSA key value or a RSA key value. The owned certificate is then formalized as the matter-element in Formula (10). 
The Cecure OpenFlow Capable Switc
As is shown in current version 1.2 of the OF-CONFIG protocol, the OpenFlow configuration point configures the OpenFlow capable switch, which is instantiated by the OpenFlow logical switch. Formula (11) formally defines the OpenFlow capable switch, which relates to the OpenFlow configuration point, the OpenFlow resource and the OpenFlow logical switch. 
Applying the Extension Theory and Basic-elements to Threat Detection and Defense of SDN
Based on the formal representations for security-related roles of SDN using the matterelements and the composite-elements, this section applies the extension theory and basicelements to the research on threat detection and defense of SDN from a formal viewpoint.
Proposed Dependent Function for Threat Detection of SDN
As for threat detection of SDN, parameters such as computing power, available bandwidth and overall traffic should be monitored to find possible security threats. Both the acceptable value domain and the complete value domain of these parameters for threat detection of SDN can be defined in the real field.
Thus in this case, the extension theory is introduced and the dependent function is then proposed for threat detection of SDN. Note that, the extension theory extends the concept of distance to the concept of extension distance [7] , which uses the negative value to indicate the distance between the point in a section and the section itself.
Definition 1 provides the extension distance between a detected value from monitoring a particular parameter for threat detection of SDN and a value domain that might be the acceptable value domain or the complete value domain of this parameter. 
Definition 2 describes the extension distance between a detected value from monitoring a particular parameter for threat detection of SDN and two value domains that are the acceptable value domain and the complete value domain of this parameter. 
Definition 2 Suppose that
As to the case of threat detection of SDN, the dependent function is proposed to confirm the association degree with the use of the acceptable value domain and the complete value domain, which is then formalized as Definition 3. 
Definition 3 Suppose that
As is indicated in Definition 3, if   0
, it means that the detected value satisfies the acceptable value domain of the particular parameter for threat detection of SDN and it is currently secure for this parameter, and if   0
, it means that the detected value is not related to the acceptable value domain of this parameter for threat detection of SDN and it reveals the security threat for SDN.
In summary, the proposed dependent function can be utilized to improve the formalization for threat detection of SDN from a quantitative point of view.
Affair-elements for Threat Defense of SDN using NETCONF Operations
Since current version 1.2 of the OF-CONFIG protocol adopts NETCONF [8] as its transport protocol, the NETCONF operations can then be utilized for threat defense of SDN. The basic NETCONF operations include <get-config>, <edit-config>, <copy-config> and <delete-config>, respectively with formalizations using the affair-elements as follows. 
Case Study
In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed extension approach for threat detection and defense of SDN, case study is discussed in this section.
Examples for Validation
First of all, when considering the formal representations for security-related roles of SDN, examples for a secure OpenFlow controller, a secure OpenFlow logical switch and a secure OpenFlow capable switch are respectively formalized as the following matterelements, namely 
Analysis with the use of Proposed Extension Approach
When the secure OpenFlow controller in the examples above suffers from a DDoS attack in SDN, assume that, a) the selected parameter for threat detection of SDN is the utilization ratio for the secure OpenFlow controller, b) the acceptable value domain and the complete value domain of this parameter for threat detection of SDN are respectively   , which reveals that current detected value of the utilization ratio for the secure OpenFlow controller is not related to the acceptable value domain of this parameter, and the security threat might possibly exist for SDN.
Thus, a possible defense policy is to replace the ip-address of the secure OpenFlow controller with the use of the NETCONF <edit-config> operation formalized as the following affair-element
